
The Lumbar Curates Curiosity at Pepper Place  
Sloss Real Estate Welcomes Innovative Work and Play Bar 

 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – Nov. 30, 2018 – Sloss Real Estate is adding The Lumbar to its 
expanding Pepper Place equation, a scientific and medically-inspired bar set to open 
Nov. 30 with a ribbon-cutting scheduled for 6 p.m. Tapping into Birmingham’s built-in 
science and medical communities, The Lumbar will serve up local beer, cocktails and 
Southwestern-inspired food in an innovative work and play space.  
 
“As an aspiring research scientist, my career depends on collaboration. Brainstorming 
with co-workers over a cocktail after a late night in the lab can inspire scientific ideas 
and meeting colleagues for a beer can lead to lasting professional relationships,” said 
Rylie Hightower, owner of The Lumbar and biomedical neuroscience PhD student at the 
University of Alabama at Birmingham. “The Lumbar was inspired to create this type of 
connection.” 
 
The functional design will feature an elevated meeting room partitioned by glass that 
doubles as a whiteboard – known as The Incubator – to allow student or professional 
groups to burn the midnight oil. Twenty-six “spinal taps” of beer and wine in the form of 
vertebrae will serve as the bar’s focal point along with other surprising elements like 
a16-foot microscope, which blend the crisp nature of research facilities with an 
energizing environment designed to stimulate creativity and conversation.  
 
“There are roughly 52,000 individuals committed to medicine and science that exist 
within two miles of Pepper Place, making it an ideal location for The Lumbar,” noted Tim 
Hightower, operations director of The Lumbar. “It will ultimately serve as a vibrant space 
to think, plan, design and imagine, while enjoying food and drinks that will fuel the fire 
for your deepest passion or next big idea.” 
 
The menu, inspired by the Hightowers’ New Mexican roots, will feature Hatch green 
chile in lunch-sized dishes including the Green Chile Cheeseburger and The Lumbar 
Chile Cheese Dog.  
 
“The Lumbar will add a new dimension to the entertainment offerings in the district,” 
said Sloss Real Estate Director of Design and Marketing Callan Childs. “The novel 
concept aligns with Pepper Place’s reputation as a community hub for designers, 
makers and creatives, and we’re looking forward to seeing The Lumbar bring this 
dynamic to life on another level.” 
 
For more information about The Lumbar or Sloss Real Estate’s developments, 
properties, history and leadership, visit www.lumbarbham.com or 
www.slossrealestate.com.  
 

### 
 
About Sloss Real Estate: Since 1920, Sloss Real Estate has helped shape Birmingham’s skyline. Sloss 
Real Estate is a family-owned company that believes Birmingham serves as a touchstone for the entire 

https://www.lumbarbham.com/
http://www.thelumbarbham.com/
http://www.slossrealestate.com/


metropolitan area, and works tirelessly to revitalize and enhance the city's unique commercial districts. 
Sloss Real Estate oversees property management, property development and urban planning across 
Birmingham, which have resulted in national recognition for design, construction, landscape and 
preservation. For more information, please visit www.slossrealestate.com. 
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